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Physical controls for most devices are either 
“one size fits all” or require custom hardware 
for each user. Cost often prohibits custom 
design, and each user must adapt to the 
standard device interface, typically with a 
loss of precision and efficiency. When user 
abilities vary widely, such as in the disabled 
community, devices often become unusable. 
Our goal is to create a system that will track 
user gestures and interpret them as control 
signals for devices. Existing gesture 
recognition research converts continuous 
body motion into discrete symbols. Our 
approach is to map continuous motions into a 
set of analog device control signals. Our 
system will allow us to quickly tailor a device 
interface to each user’s best physical range of 
motion. Our first application domain is a 
speech synthesizer for disabled users. We 
expect two major areas of applicability for 
non-disabled users: in telemanipulator 
interfaces, and as a design tool for creating 
biomechanically efficient interfaces. 
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Introduction 

The Augmentative Communications Group at 
the University of Virginia consists of 
researchers from the Computer Science and 
Electrical Engineering departments, and 
from the Medical and Education schools. Our 
current effort is to create a speech 
synthesizer for individuals with cerebral 
palsy, a disability affecting approximately 
700,000 Americans [Il. A significant portion 
of the cerebral palsy population is 
communicative but non-verbal - although the 
desire to communicate is present, speech is 
prohibited by damage to the part of the brain 
that controls the vocal tract. Most of these 
individuals do not have enough coordination 
for handwriting or typing. Al though 
primitive electronic communication aids 
exist, most are variations on picture boards, 
where the user points or looks at a two- 
dimensional array of pictures to convey a 
thought such as “hungry” or “tired.” 

The Augmentative Communications Group 
has developed a speech synthesizer based on 
two-dimensional analog input. The creation 
of speech involves the coordination of a large 
number of muscles in the vocal tract. The 
synthesizer approximates this by receiving 
the position of the base and tip of the tongue 
as input signals and then synthesizes the 
sound produced by that position of the 
tongue. We have implemented a prototype 
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which synthesizes monotone speech from two 
analogue signals. 

The original research strategy was to attempt 
to design and build custom input devices for 
each user of the system. Biomedical 
engineers constructed various one- 
dimensional potentiometers to be used in 
pairs to provide the analog inputs needed to 
drive the synthesizer. Building custom 
hardware interfaces is expensive, and 
cerebral palsy victims often have reduced 
strength, making control of any physical 
device cumbersome. As users fatigue, their 
efficiency with a particular device decreases 
and several different devices may be needed 
to accommodate various stages of fatigue. 

Our new approach is to create an individual 
gesture interface for each user. Our software 
maps body motions, reported by magnetic 
trackers, into continuous control signals for 
the speech synthesizer. The only physical 
effort by the user is to move a part of his 
body. This software tailoring allows us to 
create interfaces based on each user’s 
individual abilities, and makes it possible for 
those interfaces to adapt as the user fatigues. 

The idea of user tailoring, or customization, 
has long been understood as a crucial 
element in the design of traditional computer 
interfaces. Text editors allow users to rebind 
keyboards so that commonly used operations 
are easier to reach [ZI. Mice often allow for 
alterations in the ratio of device motion to 
cursor motion, to accommodate variations in 
user coordination. Some hardware interfaces 
allow minor customization! such as tilt-lock 
steering wheels in automobiles. 

Customization is necessary when there is a 
high degree of user idiosyncrasy, relative to 
the dexterity required for the task. While the 
need for individual tailoring is most apparent 
in the disabled community, able-bodied users 
exhibit high idiosyncrasy with respect to 
tasks where extreme dexterity is required, 
such as telemanipulation in microsurgery. 
We expect our techniques to be useful for 
able-bodied users when they must use 
interfaces that require high dexterity to 
complete tasks. 

Existing gesture research is dominated by a 
desire to understand or interpret gestures, 
and is commonly referred to as gesture 
recognition. Our approach is to map 
continuous data from one or more sensors to 
a set of continuous device control signals, 
rather than transforming gestures into 
symbols. Our primary goal is to create 
custom gesture mappings for device control. 
Our secondary goal is to make our mappings 
dynamically adjust for fatigue and changes in 
user ability. 

A Joystick-Driven Speech Synthesizer 

Because our synthesizer is such an unusual 
device, we first describe how it is able to 
synthesize speech from two analog inputs. 
Our articulator driven speech synthesizer 
produces sounds using the positions and 
motions of implied articulators in a simulated 
vocal tract. This form of speech synthesis 
has been discussed previously in the 
literature [3-51. The problem addressed here 
differs from previous work because we limit 
the number of articulator control parameters 
to those that can be provided by a human 
user in real-time. 

Articulator driven. synthesis is unnecessary 
and constraining in the text-to-speech 
environment, but this approach is directly 
analogous to the mechanisms of speech 
production used for normal human 
conversational speech. A brief review of 
human physical speech production will be 
helpful in understanding the articulator 
driven synthesis approach. 

The physical process of speech production can 
be divided into three parts, First, air is 
forced through the vocal cords to produce 
either a voiced or unvoiced glottal excitation. 
Next, air flow is modified by a series of 
structures that constitute the vocal tract. 
Finally, the modified flow is radiated through 
the lips and nostrils. [61. The articulators 
used to produce speech are shown in Figure 
1. 
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Figure 1: Articulators That Contribute to Sound in the Human Vocal Tract 

To change a sound, the articulators are 
moved from one position to another in 
continuous motions which give speech its 
continuous, fluid quality. The tongue is the 
most important articulator. The jaw, lips, 
and velum are less important for shaping the 
speech spectrum [73. 

The constraints of the application suggest 
that we base our system on a physical model 
of speech that includes glottal excitation and 
vocal tract adjustments caused by the 
articulators. Some simplifying assumptions 
are made to achieve a minimal system. A 
minimal system is required because the 
synthesizer must be driven in real-time by a 
human user through a limited interface. The 

complexity of this interface must be limited 
because of the speed with which the user 
must operate the interface. 

Our current model focuses only on the 
tongue. Since the tongue acts as a 
continuous modifier of speech sounds, its 
motion can be modeled as a set of analog 
signals. These signals represent the control 
of specific muscles in the vocal tract that 
move the tongue to its proper configuration 
for a specified sound. Physically, the tongue 
can be simplified to a movement of its tip and 
base [71. This tip and base movement can be 
viewed as an orthogonal two-dimensional 
signal where motion along one axis 
represents the tip, and motion along the 
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Figure 2: Two-dimensional Tongue Position Grid 

other axis represents the base. In this way, 
the tongue tip and base can be described 
independently by holding one dimension 
constant, or together by varying the position 
along both axes. 

The tongue’s base and tip position can be 
mapped onto a two-dimensional grid as seen 
in Figure 2. As the tongue is moved from one 
position to another, the grid location is used 
to calculate the coefficients for use by the 
speech synthesizer. 

This technique, combined with 
interpolation scheme, overcomes tE 
transition problem that all discrete-unit 
synthesizers must address. As an example, 
consider synthesis based upon the generation 
of discrete phonetic units for discrete periods 
of time. The word same might be synthesized 
by concatenating the /s/, /!EY!/, and /m/ units. 
Between these units, transients can occur 
that make the speech sound unnatural [8]. 
The simplified articulator driven system 
requires a time trajectory between any two 

sounds. This trajectory will have synthesis 
data along its path, so the transitions are 
continuous, with interpolation being used to 
smooth these transitions. 

The current implementation can be used to 
produce crude, monotone speech by using a 
joystick to navigate the tongue position grid 
[91. The joystick is a temporary testing 
device, as the target population does not have 
the dexterity to control a standard joystick. 
Early attempts to build interfaces for the 
synthesizer focused on building analog input 
devices, such as levers to be placed against 
the cheek or arm. A number of novel analog 
devices were devised, including air sacs to 
detect force, and throat microphones that 
detect a level of low throat “growl” that some 
subjects could produce. The intention was to 
combine two such one-dimensional input 
devices to provide the analog signals needed 
for the grid. The difficulty of building 
effective hardware interfaces, combined with 
the effects of user fatigue, created major 
difficulties with this approach. 
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Tracking Body Motions 

Our new strategy is to track three- 
dimensional user motions and to create 
custom projections to the two-dimensional 
format grid for each user. The most obvious 
advantage of this approach is that we can 
tailor the interface to each individual’s best 
range of physical motion. Another advantage 
is that no strength is required to move a 
physical switch. For the cerebral palsy 
community, another advantage is that less 
coordination is required; with a physical 
interface, the user much first contact the 
device, and then move it in some way. The 
final advantage is that a software interface 
based on motion tracking can be adapted over 
time to account for development and/or 
fatigue. 

One alternative to tracking body motion is to 
track eye motion [lo-151. Eye-tracking is not 
appropriate for our application for several 
reasons. First, many disabled individuals 
have trouble controlling their we 
movements. Second, using eye-tracking for 
the speech synthesizer makes it impossible to 
maintain eye contact or receive visual 
stimulation while speaking. Third, many 
disabled users are poor candidates for eye- 
tracking because they tend to move their 
heads. 

The major disadvantage of passive tracking 
technologies is the loss of tactile and force 
feedback. Providing synthetic force and 
tactile feedback is an issue currently being 
investigated by researchers at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the MIT 
Media Lab [16,17]. Although force feedback 
will probably never be viable in a free-motion 
tracking environment, the creation of 
lightweight clothing that provides some form 
of tactile feedback is certainly possible. Our 
work will concentrate on a model where 
feedback is provided visually and audibly by 
the device being controlled, not by the 
sensing technology. 

Gesture recognition has a long history in 
many contexts, but most research has focused 
on converting continuous body motion into 
discrete tokens. Two-dimensional gesture 
research has included recognizing both 
printed [X3,191 and cursive [20,211 
handwriting, proofreader’s symbols [221, 
shorthand E231, and interaction techniques 
such as circling and dragging objects in a 
direct-manipulation interface [24,251. 
Recognition of three-dimensional gestures 
has also been attempted, but again the main 
emphasis has been on converting the body 
motions into discrete symbols that are 
interpreted as commands to the system 
[26,271. Systems have attempted to 
recognize static gestures for the deaf 
alphabet and motions for a subset of 
American Sign Language 128,291. All of 
these approaches are based on converting 
three-dimensional signals into a discrete 
stream of application commands. 

Existing work on mapping gesture into 
continuous control signals is extremely 
application dependent. For example, 
advanced military systems exist that map 
pilot head motion into weapon trajectories. 
The pilot’s faceshield contains targeting 
crosshairs, and as the pilot’s helmet moves 
rigidly with his head, the system computes 
the angle of his gaze [30]. More detailed 
tracking is performed in three dimensional 
drawing or sculpting applications [311, and 
virtual reality systems [32-351, where various 
three-dimensional signals [36-381 are mapped 
into motions in synthetic worlds shown on 
traditional or head-mounted displays [32,391. 
These systems perform mappings from 
position and orientation information, but the 
mappings are significantly less complicated 
than those we propose. The notable 
exception is the recent effort at VPL 
Research, Inc. to map user motions into 
synthetic creature motions 1401. sp 2 
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The Tailoring System 

Our experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. 
One or two magnetic trackers are attached to 
the subject, at locations determined by the 
therapist. If only one tracker is used, the 
mapping problem reduces to mapping a six- 
dimensional signal (x, y, z, azimuth, 
elevation, roll) into a two-dimensional signal. 
There are two possible ways that two 
trackers will be used. In the first case, they 
both generate independent data, and the 
problem becomes a mapping from twelve 
dimensions to two dimensions. A second use 
of dual trackers is to use one as a base for the 
other. For example, if we are measuring 
head motion relative to the neck, and the 
subject tends to rock or raise his torso, we 
may attach the second tracker to the neck 
and use it as a base to compute the relative 
motion of the first tracker. 

The signals from the trackers are sent via a 
high-speed serial connection to the mapping 
CPU. This station displays mapping 
visualization and interactive controls for the 
therapist performing the tailoring. The 
mapping CPU produces one or two 
continuous signals that are sent to the 
application CPU. The application CPU is 
responsible for providing the visual and/or 
auditory feedback that will guide the user’s 
actions while using the gesture interface. 
Because the speech synthesizer is a 
complicated interface to master, we are 
currently developing simpler one and two 
dimensional graphical applications that the 
disabled users will control initially. 

Mapping Voice 
Software Synthesizer 

Magnetic 
Trackers 

Therapist 
-- 

User 
Figure 3: The Experimental Setup 
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Mapping consists of two basic phases. The 
collection phase determines the comfortable 
and preferred motions for the user. The 
control phase performs real-time mapping of 
user motion based on a mapping function 
created from the data obtained during the 
collection phase. Although the mappings we 
create are biomechanically comfortable for 
each user, there is no reason to expect that 
they will be easily teachable by the therapist. 
As the candidate mapping is being used, 
users notice the results of their motions and 
experiment to discover the nature of the 
mapping, rather than having it taught to 
them by the therapist. Although they will 
make motions with the intent of changing the 
device’s state, we want them thinking about 
the device state, not how to make their 
motions be properly mapped. We note that 
this may not be immediately apparent, from 
the specific examples used, however these 
examples were chosen because their 
mappings are easily displayed geometrically. 

. . 
El 
*:x&y+ 

User Moves Wrist User Moves Wrist 
By Pivoting Elbow Forward and Backward 

Figure 4: Target Curves 

Our current mapping approaches are based 
on target curues and target surfaces. We first 
describe a simple mapping for our current 
implementation, which provides users with 
the ability to control a device requiring one 
continuous input parameter. In this 
example, the “device” is a video cursor that 
moves in a horizontal line. During the 
collection phase, the user is instructed to 
move the tracker in any manner that is 
comfortable, while we collect position data 
from the sensors. During this time, the user 
receives no visual or auditory feedback from 
the system. After roughly thirty to sixty 
seconds, the data is analyzed to determine a 
curve in three space through which the user 
would be able to comfortably navigate the 
tracker. 

In order to facilitate the visualization of 
static diagrams in this proposal, assume that 
the user had a tracker attached to a wrist, 
and was told to keep his hand on a horizontal 
table during the measurement. This 
effectively constrains his motion to two 

Tracker Space Video Feedback 

Figure 5: Tracker Space to Device Space 

dimensions. Based on the on-screen display 
of this raw data, the therapist creates a 
piecewise linear curve though the data, 
corresponding to an dominant path of motion 
made by the user during the control phase. 
This is done by invoking a heuristic, 
manually specifying the curve, or a 
combination of both. Figure 4 shows two 
typical target curves and the data used to 
form them. The first user pivoted his wrist 
around his elbow, and the second moved his 
wrist forward and backward. 

During the control phase the user moves the 
tracker along the target curve and we 
generate a linear control signal. One end of 
the curve indicates 0 percent of this signal 
and the other end indicates 100 percent. 
Intermediate positions along the target curve 
indicate intermediate signal values and the 
signal generates video feedback. The user is 
not expected to move the tracker precisely 
along the curve; we map tracker data to the 
nearest point on the target curve, as shown 
in Figure 5. 

The user never sees the display of the target 
curves, although the therapist may attempt 
to explain the mapping to the user. Because 
the target curve is composed of comfortable 
motions, our anticipation is that the 
therapist will often be able to let the user 
discover the mapping himself. While 
observing the user actions during the control 
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phase, the therapist may dynamically alter 
the target curve using his interactive display. 
The mapping software may also dynamically 
display alternative target curves created from 
continuing to observe the user’s motions. The 
therapist may also specify a non-linear 
mapping from position along the target curve 
to the values of the device signal. By 
entering explicit scaling points onto the two 
graphs, the therapist may adjust the distance 
along various parts of the curve that the user 
must move to cause a unit of motion in the 
device space, as shown in Figure 6. 

Although the previous example hypothesized 
limiting the user’s motions to a table surface, 
target curves reside in three space. The 
tailoring tools display the raw tracker data as 
a green, three-dimensional point cloud, with 
a red target curve running through the cloud. 
Dynamic markers show the tracker positions 
in real time during the control phase. The 
therapist can dynamically rotate his view of 
the target curve and tracker positions, and 
dynamically adjust the target curve as the 
system runs. 

Tracker Space Device Space 

Figure 6: Non-Linear Mappings 

Future Research 

For some users, it may be possible to use two 
trackers and two independent target curves 
to create the two signals needed for the 
synthesizer. We expect a more common 
technique will involve the creation of a 
piecewise planar target surface. During the 
control phase, each user point is mapped to 
the closest point on the target surface, as 
shown in Figure 7. 

The target surface is decomposed into a grid 
of planer sections that is then mapped into 
the grid for the two-dimensional device 
signal, as shown in Figure 8. The therapist 
can once again specify a non-linear mapping 
by stretching the planar patches to alter the 
transformation to the device signal. As with 
target curves, we view target surface creation 
as a joint task between the therapist and the 
tailoring software. 

C 

Figure 7: Mapping to a Target Surface 

In experiments we have run, humans are 
very adept at immediately sketching 
appropriate target curves for two- 
dimensional data. In three dimensions, it 
becomes more labor intensive to produce the 
target curve. We have developed greedy 
heuristics that start at the densest portion of 
the cloud and produce basically acceptable 
curves that a therapist may easily alter. 

For clouds where the heuristic’s response is 
not good enough, we have implemented 
several genetic algorithms [41], that operate 
by keeping a population of potential solutions 
and perform geometric “mating” of them in 
an attempt to produce better “offspring.” 
Both the heuristic and genetic algorithms 
measure the success of their solutions by a 
weighted function with two components. The 
first component is the sum of the distance 
from each point in the cloud to the nearest 
point on the curve. The second component is 
the smoothness of the curve, measured as the 
sum of the differences of the angles between 
each pair of piecewise connections. 
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The previous examples all showed mappings 
based on the positional information from the 
sensors. We expect some of our mappings to 
be less geometrically obvious, We will 
initially concentrate on target curves and 
surfaces that can visualized by the therapist. 
Later target curves and surfaces will be in 
spaces not easily visualized; in those cases, 
we will create the mapping entirely in 
software. 

Figure 8: From Surface To Two Signals 

Often the tracker motion is not best 
interpreted in an absolute coordinate system. 
For example, some sample subjects have had 
good control of head motion relative to their 
torso, but tend to stand up or rock their 
bodies while concentrating on a task. In 
these cases, tracking head motion alone 
would be useless. In cases such as these, we 
will attach one tracker to the torso and treat 
it as a moving base. The second tracker data 
will be interpreted relative to the first, and 
the therapist’s display will present clouds 
and target curves and surfaces as if the user’s 
torso were stationary. We expect that many 
of our mappings will occur in these 
anatomically based coordinate systems. We 
do not expect to create a complex software 
model of biomechanical motion, which would 
be beyond the scope of our efforts. 

Although we can not completely predict the 
advanced mappings we will construct, we can 
hypothesize several mapping strategies that 
may be useful. For some users, it may be 
more appropriate to examine derivative 
rather than positional information. Another 
aspect we anticipate with advanced 
mappings will be the scaling of time as the 
control signals are sent to the application. 
Many disabled users have reduced speed of 
motion, and it may be appropriate to detect 
motion over a period of time and then time 
compress the signals being sent to the 
application. To keep the mapping and 
application synchronized, during some time 
intervals, no signal will be sent to the 
application. This is appropriate for the 
speech synthesizer, where we would 
encapsulate a spoken phrase at slower than 
real-time, and then compress it before 
sending it to the synthesizer. 

Our approach creates comfortable mappings 
for each user, but the targets are somewhat 
abstract. We are currently experimenting 
with physical guides to focus the user’s 
motions. Our standard example is to instruct 
the user to run his hand over a teddy bear 
whose stomach has been specified as the 
target surface. In this way, we can quickly 
turn any existing physical object into a input 
device. The limiting factor is that the user 
must have a comfortable range of motion over 
the surface of the object. 

In order to adapt for fatigue over time, our 
initial plan is to continue to add all user 
tracking points to the cumulative cloud as the 
user controls the device. As the cloud shifts, 
we will make our heuristics and genetic 
algorithms adjust the mapping in real time. 
The genetic algorithms are more appropriate 
for this task than the heuristic, which runs in 
a batch mode to determine a single solution. 
In situations where fatigue becomes a 
dominant concern, the therapist may choose 
to use a different attachment point, or elect 
to purge the current cloud and begin with 
only the new motions in order to speed up 
adaptation. 
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Summary 

Our initial results have shown that children 
with mdml palsy have been able to 
successfully control one dimensional signals 
using our system. Our users have 
successfully controlled devices through the 
use of one dimensional target curves in 
three-space. The interface adapts to each 
user’s physical capabilities, and does not 
require the users to exert force on physical 
controls. These factors have produced 
significant qualitative results regarding the 
relaxation and attention span of our users. 

Although the initial motivation for this work 
is building a speech synthesizer interface, our 
research has obvious application for allowing 
disabled individuals to control other devices. 
For example, if used in combination with an 
on/off switch, a target surface would allow 
users to control applications by mimicing a 
mouse. We also expect two major areas of 
applicability for non-disabled users: in 
telemanipulator interfaces, and as a design 
tool for creating biomechanically efficient 
interfaces. 

Telemanipulators allow users to manipulate 
physical devices in one location, while robotic 
actuators perform the intent of that control at 
a second location. In some cases, the 
motivation is inaccessibility, such as 
operation in a hazardous or distant site. 
Other motivations involve issues of scale; 
certain forms of microsurgery involve 
manipulating actuators in extremely small 
spaces. One way to gain accuracy is by 
altering the scale of the controls to the 
actuators. When accuracy is increased, speed 
is decreased because now the control motions 
are larger. Since each user has a different 
level of manual dexterity, having the ability 
to dynamically scale and adjust the controls 
on such systems would be advantageous. 

A second application of our techniques for 
non-disabled users would be in the design of 
biomechanically interfaces, either to be used 
with tracking technology, or as a guide in 
creating efficient hardware interfaces. Our 
system will allow designers to instrument 
and prototype control motions, either for a 
single individual or across a range of users. 

User control design is currently in many 
respects a trial and error process, where 
hardware prototypes are built for each 
iteration. Building hardware prototypes is 
prohibitively ex:pensive for many 
applications. Although the computer has 
gained acceptance as a design tool for many 
products, user control design is still primarily 
done with physical models, and is often the 
weakest part of the design of a product. 

Our next efforts will include target surfaces 
which allow users to produce two 
simultaneous control signals. Our longer 
term goals are to dynamically adjust for user 
fatigue, and to attempt to move to a three 
dimensional model for the speech 
synthesizer. 
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